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FOREWORD
The National Examinations Council of Tanzania is pleased to issue this report on
Candidates’ Item Response Analysis (CIRA) on the Advanced Certificate of
Secondary Education Examination (ACSEE) 2021. This report has been prepared
for the purpose of providing feedback to educational administrators, school
managers, teachers, students, school quality assurers and other educational
stakeholders on the performance of the candidates who sat for Food and Human
Nutrition examination. Particularly, the report intends to show the weaknesses and
strengths of the candidates who sat for this examination.
The Advanced Certificate of Secondary Education Examination measures the
effectiveness and efficiency of the educational system in general, and educational
delivery in particular. Basically, the candidates’ responses to the examination
questions show how the teaching and learning objectives were achieved in the
classroom. It also shows the extent to which Food and Human Nutrition learning
competencies were attained in their two years of advanced secondary education.
The report highlights some of the factors for the good performance of the
candidates on most of the topics. The factors include the candidates' ability to
interpret the demands of the questions, good mastery of competencies stipulated in
the syllabus, and sufficient practical skills. Likewise, the report highlights the
reasons for the weak performance on the few topics. The factors include the
candidates' inability to interpret the demands of the questions, lack of
competencies in the subject contents and inadequate practical skills.
The feedback provided in this report is expected to enable the educational
stakeholders to take appropriate measures to improve teaching and learning in this
subject. This will eventually improve the candidates’ performance in the coming
years.
The National Examinations Council of Tanzania is grateful to examination officers
and all other stakeholders who provided valuable assistance in the preparation of
this report in their various capacities.

Dr. Charles E. Msonde
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
iv

1.0

INTRODUCTION
This report analyses the performance of the candidates who sat for the 2021
Advanced Certificate of Secondary Education Examination (ACSEE) for
Food and Human Nutrition paper 1, 2 and 3. The examination was set in
accordance with the 2019 ACSEE Food and Human Nutrition format which
is based on the 2009 ACSEE Food and Human Nutrition syllabus.
Food and Human Nutrition paper 1 and 2 were both theory papers consisting
of two sections namely; A and B. Section A consisted of six (6) short
answer questions and the candidates were required to answer all the
questions. Section B had three (3) essay questions and the candidates were
required to answer only two (2) questions.
Food and Human Nutrition paper 3 consisted of three (3) practical questions.
The candidates were required to answer all the questions.
The number of candidates who sat for this examination was 292. Among
them, 287 (98.29%) candidates passed and 5 (1.71%) failed the examination.
The performance in 2021 has decreased by 0.05 per cent compared to 2020's
performance which had 181 candidates of which 178 (98.34) passed while 3
(1.66%) failed. The comparison of the candidates’ performance between
2020 and 2021 is illustrated in Appendix C.
The three categories of performance have been used in the analysis of the
candidates’ performance per question or topic. The performance is
considered as good if the percentage of the candidates who passed ranges
from 60 to 100, average if ranges from 35 to 59 per cent, and weak if ranges
from 0 to 34 per cent. The candidates’ performance has been summarised in
the figures, tables, and appendices whereby green colour represents good
performance while yellow and red colours stand for average and weak
performances respectively.
The analysis of the candidates' performance in each question and topic was
done so as to provide feedback to educational stakeholders on the
performance of the candidates who sat for this examination. The report will
be useful to all educational stakeholders and will enable teachers and
students to improve the teaching and learning process in the Food and
Human Nutrition subject.
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2.0

ANALYSIS OF THE CANDIDATES’ PERFORMANCE IN EACH
QUESTION
The performance of the candidates in each question in Food and Human
Nutrition Paper 1, 2 and 3 has been analysed. The candidates’ performance
in each question is presented by indicating the task of each question, the
expected responses, and how the candidates responded. Samples of
responses extracted from the candidates’ scripts have been attached in order
to show how the candidates responded. In addition, figures and tables that
indicate the distribution of candidates' scores are inserted for illustration.
The analysis of each question is provided under the following sub-sections:

2.1

155/1 FOOD AND HUMAN NUTRITION PAPER 1
This paper consisted of two sections namely: A and B. Section A comprised
6 (1 - 6) short answer questions which carried 10.0 marks each. Section B
comprised 3 (7 - 9) essay questions which carried 20.0 marks each. The
candidates were required to answer all the questions in Section A and two
questions from Section B. The pass mark in each question in Section A was
3.5, and 7.0 in Section B.

2.1.1

Question 1: Food processing and preservation
This question has two parts namely, (a) and (b). Part (a) required the
candidates to briefly explain the principles involved in (i) vacuum packing
and (ii) freezing methods of food preservation. Part (b) required the
candidates to briefly explain the effects of dehydration on food nutrients.
The question was attempted by 290 (99.3%) candidates, while 2 (0.7%)
candidates skipped it. Data shows that 60 (20.7%) candidates scored from
6.0 to 8.5 marks and 116 (40.0%) scored from 3.5 to 5.5 marks.
Furthermore, 114 (39.3%) candidates scored from 0.0 to 3.0 marks. This
performance is summarised in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 1

Figure 1 shows good performance since 60.7 per cent of the candidates
passed by scoring from 3.5 to 8.5 out of 10.0 marks.
The candidates with average and good performances had adequate
knowledge of the methods of food preservation. They were aware that, in
vacuum packaging, the oxygen gas is removed from the container so as to
prevent or stop growth of aerobic micro-organisms and activities of
enzymes in part (a) (i). In part (a) (ii), they understood that, the principle
involved in freezing is the reduction/lowering of the temperature of the
food to the extent that the microorganisms and enzymes cannot grow.
In part (b), the candidates correctly gave the effects of dehydration on food
nutrients. However, these candidates in this category failed to score full
marks because they provided partial responses in part (b), thus deserved 3.5
to 8.5 marks. Some of them repeated one or two points. For example, one
candidate wrote: loss of water soluble vitamins such as B complex vitamins
during washing and blanching process and oxidation of carotene and
ascorbic acid as two different points. Another one wrote: dehydration
decreases the moisture content of the food and it leads to increase in the
concentration of nutrients. These candidates failed to understand that
decrease of the moisture content of the food results into the increase of the
concentration of nutrients such as carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. Others
provided insufficient or incorrect explanations to some of the correctly
mentioned points.
3

Furthermore, the analysis indicates that the candidates who scored low
marks provided incorrect responses to all items of part (a) of the question.
In part (a) (i), the candidates provided incorrect principle of vacuum
packaging. For example, one candidate wrote, the principle of vacuum
packing is prevention of contamination of the food, prevent oxidation and
does not cause loss of weight of the food, which are the advantages of
vacuum packing. Another candidate provided the wet methods of
preserving food by applying hot temperature as he/she wrote, boiling food,
canning process, blanching and pasteurisation. In part (a) (ii), they
provided incorrect principles of freezing such as, preservation by using
freezers, is steaming sweeping of air, is cold preservation process, avoid
head spacing, there is no bulging of the container, a low heat preservation
of food and not much change in colour and flavour in low temperatures.
In part (b), majority of the candidates managed to provide 1 to 2 correct
effects of dehydration on food nutrients. Others mentioned the effects
instead of explaining or providing incorrect explanations to a correctly
mentioned point. Extract 1 is a sample of responses from one of the
candidates with weak performance.
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Extract 1: A sample of candidates’ incorrect responses in question 1

In Extract 1, the candidate mentioned the types of vacuum creation instead
of the principal involved in vacuum packing and unrelated principle
involved in freezing in part (a). In part (b), the candidate tried to give the
causes of dehydration and rehydration of food instead of the effects of
dehydration on food nutrients.
2.1.2

Question 2: Food storage
The candidates were required to explain briefly the problems associated
with the use of pesticides in part (a) and to give the practices that should be
used to avoid the problems associated with the use of pesticides in part (b).
The question was attempted by 290 (99.3%) candidates. The analysis
indicates that, 288 (99.3%) candidates scored from 0.0 to 3.0 marks, among
them 58 (20.0%) scored zero. However, the candidates who scored from
4.0 to 4.5 marks were 2 (0.7%) and none of the candidates scored above
average (5.5) marks. Table 1 illustrates this performance.
Table 1: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 2

Scores
0.0-3.0
3.5-5.5
6.0-10.0

No. of Candidates Percentage
288
99.3
2
0.7
0
0.0
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Table 1 shows that the general performance of the candidates was weak,
since 99.3 per cent scored below average (5.5) marks.
The analysis indicates that the majority of the candidates with weak
performance (0.0 to 3.0 marks) had either little or no knowledge of the use
of pesticides which led them to provide the incorrect responses to all parts
of the question. In part (a), most of the candidates explained the
circumstances under which human poisoning may occur instead of the
problems which are associated with the use of pesticides. In part (b), the
candidates mentioned the rules to follow when applying pesticides instead
of the practices that can be used to avoid the problems associated with the
use of pesticides. For example, one candidate wrote, Do not eat, drink or
smoke when handling or applying pesticides, wear gloves or other
protective clothes while handling pesticides, keep all pesticides out of reach
of children and read the instructions and follow the recommended safety
precautions. Other candidates provided responses which are not related to
the use of pesticides. Extract 2.1 illustrates such responses.
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Extract 2:1: A sample of candidates’ incorrect responses in question 2

In Extract 2.1, the candidate provided incorrect responses to all parts. This
indicates that the candidate lacked knowledge about the use of pesticides.
Further analysis indicates that the candidates who scored average (4.0 - 4.5)
marks were aware that, the problems associated with the uses of pesticides
are due to wide use of the broad spectrum types of pesticides including
organochlorides. This enabled them to provide some correct problems
associated with their use in part (a). However, the candidates failed to score
full marks in this part because they failed to provide the required number of
correct points. Others provided incorrect explanations to the correctly
mentioned problems associated with the use of pesticides.
In part (b), a few candidates managed to provide 1 to 2 correct practices
that can be used to avoid the problems associated with the use of pesticides.
The incorrect problems provided by the candidates include: avoid burning
of container which may explode, proper storage of pesticides after use, use
of local materials from plants to control pests, wash well the fruit and
vegetable before storage and cook well the food products such as
vegetables to destroy residues of pesticides. Extract 2.2 is a sample part of
average responses in this question.
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Extract 2.2: A sample part of candidates’ average responses in question 2
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In Extract 2.2, the candidate provided insufficient explanations to some of
the correctly mentioned problems associated with the use of pesticides, thus
scored averagely.
2.1.3

Question 3: Food composition
The candidates were required to identify the potential users of Tanzania
Food Composition Tables in part (a) of the question. In part (b), they were
required to give the procedure of calculating the nutritive value of a meal
recipe by using a food composition table.
This question was attempted by 285 (97.6%) candidates, of which 201
(70.5%) scored from 0.0 to 3.0 marks, 81 (28.4%) scored from 3.5 to 5.5
marks, and 3.0 (1.1%) scored from 6.0 to 9.5 out of 10.0 marks. The
performance is summarised in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 3

The trend of performance indicated in Figure 2 shows that the performance
of the candidates was weak, since 70.5 per cent scored below 3.5 marks.
The analysis shows that, the majority of the candidates with weak
performance did not have adequate knowledge of composition of food
stuffs. Others provided incorrect responses due to failure to understand the
demands of all parts of the question. In part (a), some of the candidates
provided vulnerable groups of people in the society as potential users of
food composition table. They wrote: young children, sick, elderly,
adolescents and pregnant and lactating mothers. Other candidates
identified the uses of food composition tables. For example, one candidate
wrote, Food composition tables are useful for dietary calculations for
different institutions, for the assessment of nutritional status of the
9

community, in meal planning for individuals and in food balance sheet.
Others identified the institutions which use food composition tables for
dietary calculations such as, nutritional rehabilitation centres, hospitals,
prisons and boarding schools and colleges. A few candidates managed to
give 1 to 2 correct potential users of Tanzania Food Composition Tables
thus, scored 1.0 to 3.0 marks.
In part (b), most of the candidates failed to provide the correct procedure
for calculating the nutritive value of a meal recipe due to misinterpretation
of the question's demands. For example, one candidate wrote: time
available for food preparation, income level of the family, personal
interests of members and different nutritional needs of family members
which are the factors that affect meal planning in a family. Other candidates
gave irrelevant responses. For example, one candidate wrote, Collect a data
of each nutrient available on the table, convert the percentage total value
of the nutrients into grams and calculate the value by using the table that
indicates that a person would require. Others skipped this part. These
responses indicate that the candidates had inadequate skills of calculating
the nutritive value of meals. Extract 3 is a sample of responses of the
candidates from this category.
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Extract 3: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 3

In extract 3, the candidate perceived food composition table as nutrient
contents of food so, he/she provided food nutrients in part (a). In part (b),
the candidate composed a meal recipe then calculated its energy content
instead of providing the procedure for calculating the nutritive value of a
meal recipe.
Further analysis shows that, the majority of the candidates with average and
good performances had adequate knowledge of composition of food stuffs.
In part (a), the candidates were aware that, the Tanzania Food Composition
Tables are commonly used for different purposes by the agricultural sector,
11

nutritionists and food technologists in the food processing industries,
economists, planners and consumer-protection personnel, nutrition
researchers, medical sector, nutrition and health educators and policy
makers. However, the candidates failed to score all 6.0 marks allocated to
this part because they provided 2 to 3 correct points out of the required 4.
Other candidates mentioned the uses instead of the users of Tanzania Food
Composition Tables. For example, one candidate wrote; Calculating the
nutritive values of foods, to manufacture food according to nutrient
composition required and planning menus in hospitals and schools.
Another candidate wrote, to ensure food quality and safety.
A few candidates managed to give the correct procedure for calculating the
nutritive value of a given meal recipe in part (b). Some of the candidates
failed to score full marks in this part because they mixed the steps or wrote
them incorrectly. For example, one candidate wrote, Take the list of
ingredients to be used and their provided quantities, compare the quantities
in grams of nutrients in the food composition table and those in the given
recipe, calculate the quantities of each nutrient in each ingredient and by
adding the quantities of each nutrient to find the total content. In this
response, the second point is incorrect. Other candidates failed to write the
procedure sequentially.
2.1.4

Question 4: Nutrient requirement
This question had two parts namely (a) and (b). In part (a), the candidates
were required to identify the factors that determine the quantity of protein
an individual requires for structural and regulatory functions and for
energy. Part (b) required them to argue against the statement "excessive
intake of protein is beneficial to health".
This question was attempted by 291 (99.7%) candidates who sat for the
examination. The analysis shows that, 222 (76.3%) candidates scored from
0.0 to 3.0 marks, of whom 35 (12.0%) scored 0.0. However, 55 (18.9%)
candidates scored from 3.5 to 5.5 marks and 14 (4.8%) scored from 6 to 8.5
marks. Figure 3 illustrates the performance.
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Figure 3: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 4

Based on the analysis in Figure 3, the general performance of the
candidates was poor because 76.3 per cent of the candidates scored below
35 per cent of the 10.0 marks allocated to this question.
The analysis of the candidates' responses indicates that, some of the
candidates who scored from 0.0 to 3.0 marks had inadequate knowledge
about protein requirement of an individual. Others did not understand the
demands of the question. For example, in part (a), some of the candidates
provided the factors that influence the basal metabolic rate (BMR) which
include, hormones, age, sex, psychological tension and state of health,
instead of the factors which determine the quantity of protein an individual
requires. Others provided incorrect factors such as; net protein utilization,
total protein intake, structure of the protein, availability or sources of
protein, availability of other nutrients such fat, and specific needs of
protein in the body. These candidates did not understand that the quantity
of protein required by an individual depends on the quality of protein and
efficiency of digestion, body weight and previous nutritional status,
physiological needs and adequacy of calorie intake. However, a few
candidates managed to mention 1 to 2 correct factors but some of them
failed to give correct explanations.
In part (b), majority of the candidates failed to give the negative effect of
the excessive intake of protein to the health of an individual. They provided
a variety of incorrect effects such as: excess protein becomes a major
13

source of energy, can cause abnormal rapid growth than carbohydrates,
vitamins and minerals, required for growth in larger quantities, used
mainly for synthesis of hormones and enzymes, inhibit absorption of other
nutrients, protein can be stored in the body for future use and cause food
poisoning and infections. The candidates who scored from 1.0 to 3.0 marks
in this question managed to give at least one correct effect of excessive
intake of protein to the health but failed to give correct explanations.
Extract 4.1 is a sample of responses provided by one of the candidates from
this category.

Extract 4.1: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 4

Extract 4.1 shows that the candidate provided irrelevant factors that
determine the quantity of protein an individual requires in part (a). In part
(b), the candidate provided the functions of protein in the body, instead of
the negative effect of excessive intake of protein to the health of an
individual.
14

Further analysis shows that the candidates who scored from 3.5 to 8.5
marks had adequate knowledge of the concept of body requirements for
different nutrients. In part (a), the candidates were able to identify the
factors that determine the quantity of protein an individual requires for
different functions. They also managed to give the negative effects of
excessive intake of protein to the health of an individual in part (b).
However, these candidates failed to score full marks in this question
because they failed to provide the required number of points in one or all
parts of the question. Others provided insufficient explanations on the
factors that determine the quantity of protein an individual requires. Extract
4.2 is a sample of correct responses from one of the candidates

15

Extract 4.2: A sample of candidates' correct responses in question 4
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Extract 4.2 illustrates a sample of responses from the candidate who
correctly identified the factors that determine the quantity of protein an
individual requires in part (a) and the negative effects of excessive intake of
protein to the health in part (b).
2.1.5

Question 5: Food quality and safety
Part (a) of this question required the candidates to give the reason as to why
spinach is not considered as a good source of calcium and sodium inspite of
containing a reasonable amount of those minerals. Part (b) required them to
give the biological effects of (i) glucosinolates and (ii) saponins natural
toxicants. In part (c), the candidates were required to give the reasons for a
very small amount of natural toxicants found in most foods not necessarily
create a hazard in the body.
This question was attempted by 276 (92.4%) candidates who sat for the
examination. Sixteen (16) candidates (5.5%) did not attempt it. Data shows
that, 225 (92.4%) candidates scored from 0.0 to 3.0 marks of whom 93
(33.7%) scored 0.0. The candidates who scored from 3.5 to 5.0 marks were
20 (7.2%) and 1 (0.4%) candidate scored 6 marks. There was no candidate
who scored above 6.0 out of 10.0 marks. Table 2 summarises the
candidates' performance.
Table 2: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 5

Scores
0.0-3.0
3.5-5.5
6.0-10.0

No. of Candidates
255
20
01

Percentage
92.4
7.2
0.4

Table 2 shows a weak performance in this question because 92.4 per cent
of the candidates scored below average (3.5) marks.
The analysis shows that, some of the candidates who scored low marks had
inadequate knowledge about the concept of hazards of natural toxicants in
foods. These candidates provided irrelevant responses to both parts of the
question. In part (a), for example, one candidate wrote, because when
spinach is taken by itself without any other source of these minerals they
cannot carry out their functions appropriately within the body. Another
17

candidate wrote, spinach is grouped as water soluble food therefore when
prepared, preserved or cooked by using improper methods can lead to loss
of high amounts of these minerals. A few candidates provided insufficient
explanation in this part, hence scored 0.5 or 1.0 mark. For example, one
candidate wrote, spinach contain anti-mineral substance which hinder
absorption of minerals. This candidate did not specify the type of antimineral contained in spinach and he/she assumed that the anti-mineral
found in spinach hinders the absorption of all minerals, which is incorrect.
Majority of the candidates in this category skipped one or both sub-parts
(b) (i) and (b) (ii) indicating that they lacked knowledge about the effects of
natural toxicants found in foods. Others wrote irrelevant biological effects
of each of the given natural toxicant. For example, one candidate wrote, (i)
Glucosinolates contain large amounts of sugar which cause biological
effects such as high blood cholesterol and diseases, (ii) Saponins are
mostly known as amylase inhibitor as they inhibit the action of amylase
enzymes for convection of starch into glucose hence, leading to disease
known as hypertrophia. Another candidate wrote, (i) Glucosinolates inhibit
storage of glucose in the body and (ii), Saponins may hinder the absorption
of fats in the body.
In part (c), the candidates provided incorrect reasons for a very small
amount of natural toxicant found in most foods not necessarily create a
hazard in the body. The incorrect reasons provided by the candidates
include: The body can neutralise its effect by detoxification through the
liver, the low amount of a toxicant can be removed easily through the waste
so does not accumulate in the body, in the digestive system there are
different acids which neutralize some natural toxicants, the body contain a
large amount of water which remove the toxicants with urine and sweat and
alkaline foods inactivate the natural toxicants. However, a few candidates
scored 1.0 to 2.0 marks as they correctly explained the removal/destruction
of natural toxicants during normal processes of food preparation and
cooking as learned under the topic of Food processing and preservation.
Extract 5 is a sample of responses from a script of the candidate with weak
performance.
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Extract 5: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 5

In Extract 5, the candidate provided incorrect responses to all parts of the
question.
Furthermore, the analysis indicates that the majority of the candidates with
average and good performances were able to give the reason for spinach
not considered as a good source of calcium and potassium inspite of
containing reasonable amount of these minerals in part (a). They were
aware that, spinach also contains heat resistant oxalates which bind calcium
and potassium minerals and hinder their absorption or decrease their
bioavailability. In part (b), the candidates failed to differentiate the
biological effects of glucosinolates and saponins with those of other natural
toxicants found in foods. Consequently, they provided incorrect responses.
In part (c), most of the candidates managed to give the reasons for a very
small amount of natural toxicants found in most foods not necessarily
create a hazard in the body. They were aware that, the presence of the
toxicants in very low concentrations in foods, the consumption of a variety
19

of foods in the same meal together with the application of different
methods of food preparation and cooking decrease the chances of the
toxicants to create hazards in the body.
2.1.6

Question 6: Nutrient requirement
The candidates were required to account for the factors that influence meal
planning in a commercial catering institution in part (a) of this question. In
part (b), they were required to give the measures of improving the nutritive
value of foods served so as to meet the nutritional needs of the customers.
The question was attempted by all 292 (100%) candidates. The analysis
shows that, 34 (13.0%) candidates scored from 6.0 to 7.5 marks, 183
(62.7%) scored from 3.5 to 5.5 marks and 71 (24.3%) scored from 0.0 to
3.0 marks. Figure 4 summarises this performance.

Figure 4: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 6

Figure 4 shows that the performance of the candidates was good, since 75.7
per cent of the candidates scored from 3.5 to 7.5 out of 10.0 marks.
The candidates’ responses analysis indicates that, 75.7 per cent of the
candidates performed well on this question. This indicates that they had
adequate knowledge of the concept of meal planning. In part (a), most of
the candidates failed to score all the 7.0 marks allocated to this part because
they mixed correct and incorrect factors influencing meal planning. For
example, one candidate included the following factors in responding to this
part: Proper permit for operating as a food and beverage business,
20

suitability of food safety measures and correct business plan. This
candidate did not understand that these are the conditions for establishing a
catering service. Another candidate provided the factors that affect menu
planning as he/she wrote: supplies and storage of equipment and food
items, space and equipment in the kitchen and staff knowledge and skills in
food preparation, storage and preservation.
In part (b), some of the candidates provided 2 to 3 correct measures to
improve the nutritive value of the foods served. The incorrect measures
mentioned by the candidates include, use of food supplementation,
assessing nutritional status, provision of nutrition education, ensure food
availability to meet food demand, adding preservatives such as flavouring
and stabilisers, improve health status and by fortifying all the foods.
In contrast, 13.0 per cent of these candidates had weak performance in this
question. Some of them had insufficient knowledge about meal planning;
others misinterpreted the demands of all parts of the question. In part (a),
for example, one candidate provided the factors to consider when designing
a recipe to meet its aims and purposes by writing, Availability of the
preparation cooking and serving utensils, good nutritional quality
according to meal planning, must fit into your needs for the menu planned,
should be within food budget, should have desirable sensory qualities, can
be made within the time available and must use of ingredients which are
easily available. Another candidate wrote, sick people, labour-intensive
workers, sedentary people, elders, pregnant and lactating mothers. This
candidate did not understand that these are the groups of people to consider
when planning meals and not the factors influencing meal planning. Other
candidates provided irrelevant factors that influence meal planning such as,
to attract more customers in catering business, understand other catering
services surrounding you, no repetitions of dishes, include herbs and
seasonings, anticipate the number of customers and prepare, cook and
serve the meal in time and while hot.
Further analysis indicates that, in part (b), most of the candidates provided
a variety of irrelevant responses due to lack of knowledge. For example,
one candidate wrote; Quality and quantity of food to be cooked, type of
food items for preparing the food and add new ingredients to the food.
Another one wrote, improve texture and flavour, proper storage of food and
21

preserve food to avoid quantity loss. Other candidates misinterpreted the
demand of this part. For example, one candidate wrote, eating variety of
foods from each food group, controlling the portion sizes of food to
consume in meals and by doing physical activities. The candidate did not
understand that these are the measures for the maintenance of good health
and prevention of diseases and not measures of improving the nutritive
value of foods served so as to meet the nutritional needs of the customers.
Extract 6 is a sample of incorrect responses from one of the candidates.
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Extract 6: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 6

In Extract 6, the candidate provided the advantages of planning meals
instead of the factors influencing meal planning in part (a). The candidate
provided irrelevant responses in part (b) which indicates that he/she had
inadequate knowledge of meal planning.
2.1.7

Question 7: Food storage
The question required the candidates to suggest the methods of preventing
food grain deterioration by insect pests.
The question was opted by 285 (80.5%) candidates and 57 (19.5%)
candidates skipped it. The analysis shows that 44 (18.7%) candidates
scored from 12 to 18.5 marks, 130 (55.3%) scored from 7.0 to 11.5 marks,
and 61 (26.0%) scored from 0.0 to 6.5 marks. Figure 5 summarises the
performance.
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Figure 5: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 7

Figure 5 shows that the general performance of the candidates was good,
since 74.0 per cent of the candidates scored 7.0 to 18.5 out of 20.0 marks.
The analysis of the candidates' responses shows that, the candidates who
scored from 7.0 to 18.5 marks had sufficient knowledge about the methods
for controlling agents of food deterioration. These candidates correctly
suggested the methods of preventing food grain deterioration by insect
pests. They also organised their responses in essays having introduction,
main body and conclusion. However, the candidates who scored average
marks provided insufficient explanations to the correct methods particularly
on how each method prevents insect pests from causing food grain
deterioration. Extract 7.1 illustrates the case.
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Extract 7.1: A sample of candidates' correct response in question 7

In Extract 7.1, the candidate was knowledgeable on the methods of
preventing food grain deterioration by insect pests.
The analysis indicates further that, the candidates who scored low marks
(26.0 %) provided irrelevant introduction and conclusion. These candidates
also wrote incorrect methods of preventing food grain deterioration by
insect pests. Others mentioned one to six correct methods. However, these
candidates either provided incorrect or interchanged the explanations
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hence, failed to score good marks. The incorrect methods observed in the
candidates' scripts include, good arrangement in the storage structure,
avoid local methods of storage, processing the grain, extra checkups by
removing them from the containers, controlled temperature and ventilation
and store food in its optimal temperature. Another candidate wrote the
methods of preserving food as the methods of preventing food grain
deterioration by insect pests as, freezing, blanching, sterilisation,
pasteurisation, use chemical preservatives, refrigeration and frying. These
responses imply that the candidates had inadequate knowledge of the
concept of the methods for controlling agents of food deterioration. Extract
7.2 is a sample of responses from one of the candidates with weak
performance.
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Extract 7.2: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 7
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In extract 7.2, the candidate provided irrelevant methods of preventing food
grain deterioration by insect pests due to insufficient knowledge about food
crop deterioration.
2.1.8

Question 8: Technology of specific products
The candidates were required to describe the roles of yeast fermentation in
bread making process in part (a) while, part (b) required them to give the
factors which affect the rate of yeast fermentation during bread making.
This question was skipped by most candidates as only 60 (20.5%)
candidates who sat for the examination opted it. Among them, 2 (3.3%)
scored from 12.0 to 15.5 marks, 37 (61.7%) scored from 7.0 to 11.5 marks
and 21 (35.0%) scored from 2.5 to 6.5 marks. There was no candidate who
scored below 2.5 marks and above 15.5 marks out of 20.0. Figure 6 is a
summary of the performance.

Figure 6: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 8

Figure 6 shows that performance of the candidates in this question was
good because 65.0 per cent scored from 7.0 to 15.5 marks out of the 20.0.
The analysis of the candidates’ responses to this question shows that, the
candidates who had average and good performances demonstrated
sufficient knowledge about yeast fermentation. In part (a), the candidates
understood that, yeast fermentation produces carbon dioxide gas which
makes the dough rise during baking. However, these candidates failed to
score more than 2.0 marks in this part because they failed to explain
properly how the process improves the handling property of the dough,
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enhances the carbon dioxide gas retention in the dough and extends the
shelf-life of the dough.
In part (b), the candidates correctly gave the factors which affect the rate of
yeast fermentation. However, the candidates who failed to score all 12.0
marks allocated to this part because they provided 4 to 7 correct factors out
of 8. The incorrect factors provided by these candidates include, energy
present, time of the day, baking experience, number of loaves required, type
of flour, availability of air and lack of baking knowledge.
Furthermore, 35.0 per cent of the candidates scored low marks in this
question. These candidates did not understand the demand of all parts of the
question thus, provided incorrect responses. In part (a), some of the
candidates wrote the advantages of food fermentation as the roles of yeast
fermentation in bread baking. For example, one candidate wrote, it reduces
the natural toxins present in raw foods such as tanning and phytates in
cereals and cyanogens in cassava, reduces cooking time and serving fuel
requirement and improves bioavailability of nutrients.
In part (b), some of the candidates provided the changes which take place
during baking instead of the factors which affect the rate of yeast
fermentation during bread making. For example, one candidate wrote,
coagulation of protein, hardening of starch, the dough change from raw
flavour to baked flavour, destruction of yeast cells and the dough become
light. Other candidates gave the factors which affect growth and survival of
microorganisms in foods such as, oxidation reduction, storage time,
gaseous atmosphere surrounding the food, relative humidity of the
atmosphere, antimicrobial constituents, biological structure, nutrient
content of the bread and moisture content of the bread. Extract 8 is a
sample of responses with low scores given by one of the candidates.
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Extract 8: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 8
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In extract 8, the candidate failed to describe clearly the roles of yeast
fermentation in bread making process in part (a). In part (b), the candidate
provided the steps of bread making instead of the factors which affect the
rate of yeast fermentation during bread making. The candidate scored the
lowest marks.
2.1.9

Question 9: Food production
Part (a) of the question required the candidates to describe the major groups
of factors which cause low food crop production, while part (b) required
them to suggest the ways of improving food crop production.
This question was opted by 285 (97.6%) candidates. Among them, 4 (1.4%)
scored from 13 to 15.5 marks, 220 (77.2%) scored from 7.5 to 11.5 marks,
and 61 (21.4%) scored from 1.5 to 6.5 marks. Table 3 illustrates the
performance.
Table 3: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 9

Scores
0.0-6.5
7.0-11.5
12-20.0

No. of Candidates
61
220
04

Percentage
21.4
77.2
1.4

Table 3 shows that the general performance in this question was good
because 78.6 per cent of the candidates scored from 7.0 to 15.5 marks.
The analysis of candidates' responses in this question reveals that, 1.4 per
cent of the candidates who scored high marks were aware that low food
crop production is caused by environmental, economic, cultural and social,
biological, and political groups of factors in part (a). However, the
candidates did not score all 15.0 marks allocated to this part because they
provided insufficient explanations to the mentioned factors. Those who
performed averagely mixed correct and incorrect factors hence, failed to
score more than 9.0 marks in this part. Others provided examples instead of
groups of factors. Such examples of factors include, dietary preferences,
incidence of resistant food crop pests, lack of morale to farmers, migration
of energetic group of people from rural to the cities to look for better life,
floods, drought and lack of land for food production.
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In part (b), the candidates were aware that, food crop production can be
improved through adopting soil reclamation processes, public education
and proper legislation to address social cultural factors affecting food crop
production, various stakeholders to address the issues and policies that
affect food crop production, investing in irrigation systems rather than
depending on rainfall only, and training farmers for new or modern
techniques of agriculture.
On the contrary, 21.4 per cent of the candidates scored low (0.0-6.5) marks.
The analysis shows that some of these candidates had insufficient
knowledge about the causes of low food crop production. Others
misinterpreted the requirements of the question. For example, in part (a),
one candidate provided the vulnerable groups of people instead of major
groups of factors which cause low food crop production as he/she wrote,
young children, pregnant women, lactating mothers and sick people.
Another candidate mentioned the factors which affect the choice of dishes
we eat such as, customs and taboos, body health status and lifestyle. Other
candidates provided irrelevant or incorrect explanations to the correctly
mentioned factors.
In part (b), majority of the candidates gave a variety of incorrect ways of
improving food crop production. The incorrect responses provided by the
candidates include, proper storage, treatment of insects that affect the
production of food crops, timely harvesting, apply monthly treatment of
food crops, proper selection of farm, provision of fertilizers, follow "kilimo
kwanza", proper methods of food preservation and improvement of
materials for growing crops and harvesting. A few candidates managed to
mention 1 or 2 relevant ways of improving food production. Extract 9 is a
sample of responses from one of the candidates with weak performance.
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Extract 9: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 9

In Extract 9, the candidate explained the groups of people which cannot
directly participate in food crop production in part (a). In part (b), the
candidate provided incorrect explanation to a correctly mentioned way of
improving food production hence, scored the lowest marks.
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2.2

155/2 FOOD AND HUMAN NUTRITION PAPER 2
This paper consisted of two sections namely: A and B. Section A comprised
6 (1 - 6) short answer questions which carried 10.0 marks each. Section B
comprised 3 (7 - 9) essay questions which carried 20.0 marks each. The
candidates were required to answer all the questions in Section A and two
questions from Section B. The pass mark in each question in Section A was
3.5, and 7.0 in Section B.

2.2.1

Question 1: Food microbiology
This question required the candidates to briefly explain the stages which
bacteria undergo when introduced into a fresh food in part (a). In part (b),
they were required to briefly explain what would happen when a culture of
lactic acid bacteria is introduced to a glass containing fresh cow's milk.
The question was attempted by 282 (96.6%) candidates. The analysis
shows that 100 (35.5%) candidates scored from 6.0 to 9.5 marks, 65
(23.0%) scored from 3.5 to 5.5 marks, and 117 (41.5%) scored from 0.0 to
3.0 marks. Figure 7 summarises the performance.

Figure 7: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 1

The trend of the performance indicated in Figure 7 shows that, the
performance of the candidates was average because 58.5 per cent passed by
scoring from 3.5 to 9.5 out of 10.0 marks.
Despite the average performance in this question, the analysis indicates
35.5 per cent of the candidates had high performance because they scored
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from 6.0 to 9.5 marks out of 10.0. These candidates correctly explained the
stages which bacteria undergo when introduced into a fresh food in part (a).
The stages of growth provided by the candidates were: Initial/lag stage,
positive growth, logarithmic (log)/exponential, negative growth, stationary,
accelerated death and logarithmic death stages. However, majority of the
candidates in this category failed to score all the 7.0 marks allocated to this
part because either they exchanged the explanations or gave incorrect
explanations to some of correctly mentioned stages. In part (b), the
candidates were aware that, lactic acid bacteria ferment the milk sugar
(lactose) to produce lactic acid which cause clotting of the milk. They also
explained the formation of the flavour of fermented milk. The candidates
who failed to score full marks in this part provided unsatisfactory
explanation on the clotting process of fresh milk.
Furthermore, the analysis indicates that some of the candidates who scored
low (0.0 - 3.0) marks either failed completely to provide the responses
sequentially or provided less responses in both parts (a) and (b). Others
misinterpreted the demand of one part or all parts of the question. For
example, in part (a), one candidate mentioned five instead of seven stages
of bacterial growth in the following order: Lag phase, exponential phase,
stationary, decline and growth phase. In this response, the candidate listed
instead of explaining the stages and he/she interchanged the positions.
Another candidate mentioned, water, temperature, pH, nutrients, air and
time, which are the conditions required for growth of microorganisms. In
part (b), one candidate wrote, adequate heat treatment, proper personal
hygiene and prevent cross contamination, which are the ways of preventing
food poisoning or microbial food contamination. A few candidates
mentioned the step of clotting of the milk but did not explain the process of
clotting and the properties of the product. Extract 10 shows a sample of
incorrect responses from one of the candidates.
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Extract 10: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 1
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In Extract 10, the candidate provided the primary sources of microbial food
contamination in part (a). In part (b), the candidate failed to understand that
lactic acid bacteria cause fermentation and not curdling of fresh milk.
2.2.2

Question 2: Catering and institutional feeding
The candidates were required to differentiate outdoor catering from leisurelinked catering establishments in part (a). In part (b), they were required to
briefly describe the common types of transport catering establishments.
The question was attempted by all 292 (100%) candidates. The analysis
indicates that, 97 (34.2%) candidates scored from 6.0 to 9.0 marks and 97
(34.1%) scored from 3.5 to 5.5 marks. The candidates who scored from 0.0
to 3.0 marks were 90 (31.7) of whom, 44 (15.5%) scored 0.0. This data is
summarised in Figure 8.

Figure 8: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 2

From Figure 8, more than half (68.3%) candidates scored from 3.5 to 9.0
marks indicating a good performance.
The analysis on the candidates' responses shows that, some of the
candidates with good performance correctly differentiated the given terms
as, outdoor catering is the provision of food and drinks away from home
base supplies such as for parties while, leisure–linked catering is the
provision of food and drinks to people at rest or recreation activities in part
(a). However, the candidates with average performance provided partial
difference hence, failed to score full marks in this part.
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In part (b), most of the candidates correctly provided the types of transport
catering establishments. The candidates who failed to obtain all the 8.0
marks allocated to this part, either provided 2 to 3 out of four correct types
or provided unclear or incorrect explanations to some of the mentioned
types of transport catering establishments. Extract 11.1 is a sample of
responses from a script of one of the candidates with good performance.
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Extract 11.1: A sample of candidates' correct responses in question 2

In Extract 11.1, the candidate managed to differentiate outdoor from
leisure-linked catering in part (a) and described the common types of
transport catering establishments in part (b).
Further analysis reveals that, the candidates with weak performance
(31.7%) had inadequate knowledge of the types of catering. In part (a), the
candidates provided incorrect difference between the given types of
catering. For example, one of the candidate wrote, Outdoor catering
involves provision of food and drinks and sometimes accommodation to the
customers from the outside the establishment while leisure–linked catering
involves provision of food and drinks to the customers under network of
several establishments found in various places. Another candidate wrote,
Outdoor catering refers to the catering services such as canteen while
leisure–linked catering refers to the catering services such as Table d'hote
and A′la carte.
In part (b), some of the candidates managed to mention 1 correct type of
transport catering establishments. Other candidates misinterpreted the
demands of this part of the question. For example, one candidate wrote,
hotel, snacks bar, restaurant and pubs, which are the types of commercial
catering and not types of transport catering establishments. Extract 11.2 is a
sample of responses from a script of one of the candidates from this
category.
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Extract 11.2: A sample of candidates’ incorrect responses in question 2

In Extract 11.2, the candidate failed to differentiate outdoor catering from
leisure-linked catering establishments in part (a). In part (b), the candidate
provided the types of catering establishments instead of the types of
transport catering establishments.
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2.2.3

Question 3: Nutrition programme planning and intervention
The candidates were required to give the importance of nutrition education
in part (a). In part (b), they were required to outline the points to be
included in the nutrition education presentation on the prevention of
protein-energy malnutrition among pre-school children.
The question was attempted by all 292 (100%) candidates. Among them, 38
(13.0%) scored from 6.0 to 9.5 marks, 127 (43.5%) scored from 3.5 to 5.5
marks and 127 (43.5%) scored from 0.0 to 3.0 marks. This performance is
illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 3
Figure 9 shows an average performance as 56.5 per cent of the candidates
passed by scoring from 3.5 to 9.5 marks.
The analysis of the candidates responses indicates that, the candidates who
scored high marks (13.0%) were competent in the needs for nutrition
education and its roles in preventing the prevailing malnutrition among
children in the society. They correctly gave the importance of nutrition
education in part (a). In part (b), the candidates correctly outlined the points
to be included in the nutrition education on the prevention of proteinenergy malnutrition among pre-school children. However, most of the
candidates failed to score full (10.0) marks because they provided partial
responses to one part or both parts of the question. Extract 12.1 is a sample
of responses from one of the candidates from this category.
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Extract 12.1: A sample of candidates' correct responses in question 3

In Extract 12.1, the candidate responded correctly to both parts (a) and (b).
The candidates who scored average marks (43.5%) managed to give correct
responses in part (a) of the question. However, they failed to score all 7.0
marks allocated to part (b) because some of them repeated some of the
points. For example, one candidate wrote, increase the production and
intake of the foods which are rich in vitamins and encourage more
consumption of vitamin A to prevent vitamin A deficiency disorder (VAD)
among children, as two different points. Others failed to provide the
required number of points to this part.
Further analysis shows that the candidates who scored below pass mark
(43.5%) had inadequate knowledge about nutrition education, particularly
on its importance and roles in preventing protein-energy malnutrition
among children. Those who scored from 1.0 to 3.0 marks (41.1%) outlined
1 to 2 out of 3 points in part (a). The common points mentioned by most of
the candidates were, provide education for the elimination of hunger and
malnutrition in the society and to enable people understand food as the best
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drug for protection and maintenance of good health. Other candidates were
able to provide 1 to 3 points to be included in the nutrition education in part
(b).
On the other hand, the candidates who scored 0.0 and 0.5 marks failed to
respond correctly to both parts (a) and (b). For example, in part (a), one
candidate wrote, body building and repair, provide energy and regulate the
body processes. This candidate did not understand that these are the
functions of food in the body and not the importance of nutrition education.
Other candidates mentioned the signs and symptoms of protein-energy
malnutrition such as, nutritional anaemia, poor body growth of children,
body irritation, oedema, moon face and muscle wasting. These responses
imply that the candidates misunderstood the requirements of the question.
Extract 12.2 is a sample of responses from one of the candidates with weak
performance.

Extract 12.2: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 3
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In Extract 12.2, the candidate provided irrelevant importance of nutrition
education in part (a) and the factors to consider in planning for a successful
nutrition education programme in part (b).
2.2.4

Question 4: Food microbiology
The question required the candidates to state the ways through which food
becomes contaminated by the salmonellae found in faeces in part (a) and to
give the control measures of salmonella food poisoning in part (b).
This question was attempted by all 292 (100%) candidates. The analysis
indicates that, 194 (79.5%) of the candidates scored from 6.0 to 10.0 marks,
of whom 36 (12.3%) scored 10.0 marks. The candidates who scored from
3.5 to 5.5 marks were 38 (18.1%), while 60 (2.4%) scored from 0.5 to 3.0
marks. Figure 10 summarises the performance of the candidates in this
question.

Figure 10: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 4

Based on the analysis in Figure 10, the general performance in this question
was good because 97.6 per cent of the candidates passed the question by
scoring from 3.5 to 10.0 marks.
The candidates who scored average and good marks were aware of the
primary sources of microbial food contamination. In part (a), they
explained clearly that food may become contaminated by salmonella from
the animal gut content contaminating the meat surface during slaughtering
or via faeces of pests that come into contact with food, by salmonella from
the contaminated environment and indirect faecal contamination as a result
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of poor hygiene. Those who failed to score all the 3.0 marks allocated to
this part provided correctly 1 instead of 2 points.
In part (b), most of the candidates correctly provided control measures of
salmonella food poisoning. However, some of the candidates gave 3 to 6
correct control measures of salmonella food poisoning, hence failed to
score all the 7.0 marks.
On the contrary, some of the candidates who scored lower (0.5 to 3.0)
marks misinterpreted the demands of all parts of this question. Others
demonstrated insufficient knowledge about the concept of microbial food
contamination, thus provided irrelevant responses. In part (a), some of the
candidates mentioned the examples of personal hygiene practices. For
example, one candidate wrote, wash hands with soap after visiting toilet
and before touching food, sick people not allowed in the kitchen and cough
and sneeze on handkerchief.
In part (b), some of the candidates mentioned the conditions necessary for
bacterial growth such as, moisture, humidity, temperature and food. Others
repeated the points. For example, one candidate wrote, use different cutting
boards for raw meat and the foods which do not require further processing
and keep uncooked foods and cooked foods separately, as 2 different points
while they fall under 'prevention of cross contamination'. Extract 13 is a
sample of responses from one of the candidates who scored the lowest
marks.
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Extract 13: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 4

In Extract 13, the candidate mentioned incorrect points in all parts except in
part (b) (i) where he/she provided a partially correct control measure of
salmonella food poisoning. The candidate scored the lowest marks.
2.2.5

Question 5: Malnutrition
The question required the candidates to explain the causes of nutritional
anaemia in part (a) and to explain the ways of preventing nutritional
anaemia to vulnerable age groups in part (b).
The analysis shows that the question was attempted by all 292 (100%)
candidates. Among them, 146 (50.0%) scored from 6.0 to 9.0 marks, 94
(32.2%) scored from 3.5 to 5.5 marks and 52 (17.8%) scored from 0.0 to
3.0 marks. Figure 11 is a summary of this performance.
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Figure 11: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 5

Figure 11 shows good performance in this question, as 82.2 per cent of the
candidates passed by scoring average marks or above.
The analysis shows that the candidates with good performance were
knowledgeable about the nutritional disorders, particularly on the causes
and preventive measures. These candidates correctly explained the causes
of nutritional anaemia in part (a). In part (b), they correctly explained the
ways of preventing nutritional anaemia to vulnerable age groups. Those
who scored average marks provided partial responses to one or both parts
(a) and (b). Extract 14.1 is a sample of responses from a script of one of the
candidates with good performance.
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Extract 14.1: A sample of candidates' correct responses in question 5

In Extract 14.1, the candidate correctly responded to both parts (a) and (b).
This shows that the candidate is knowledgeable about nutritional disorders.
Some of the candidates who scored low marks in this question
misunderstood the demands of all parts. Others provided irrelevant
responses due to lack of knowledge about the causes and control measures
of common nutritional disorders. For example, some of the candidates
explained the causes of undernutrition in part (a) and the control measures
of a specific disorder in part (b). Other candidates provided the causes of
low food production and the methods of controlling low food production
instead of the causes and prevention of nutritional anaemia, respectively.
Extract 14.2 is a sample of responses from a script of one of the candidates
with weak performance.
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Extract 14.2: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 5

In extract 14.2, the candidate provided incorrect causes and preventive
measures of nutritional anaemia.
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2.2.6

Question 6: Nutrition programme planning and intervention
This question required the candidates to explain the natural methods of
birth control.
The question was attempted by 289 (99.0%)%) candidates. Among them,
167 (57.8%) candidates scored from 6.0 to 10.0 marks, 93 (32.2%) scored
from 3.5 to 5.5 marks, and 29 (10.0%) scored from 0.0 to 3.0 marks. Figure
12 illustrates the performance.

Figure 12: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 6

Based on the analysis in Figure 12, the general performance of the
candidates in this question was good because 90 per cent of the candidates
scored from 3.5 to 10.0 marks.
The candidates who performed well in this question were aware of the
methods of birth control. These candidates explained precisely how the
withdrawal, calendar, cervical mucus, symptothermal, basal body
temperature, lactational infertility, ovulation indicator testing kit and
abstinence methods work to prevent pregnancy without the use of
chemicals or physical devices. However, most of the candidates in this
category did not score above 8.0 out of 10.0 marks because either they
provided unsatisfactory explanations to the correctly mentioned methods or
provided 2 to 4 correct methods out of 5. Extract 15.1 shows a sample of
responses from one of the candidates with good performance.
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Extract 15.1: A sample of candidates' correct responses in question 6

In extract 15:1, the candidate correctly provided the natural methods of
birth control.
The candidates who scored low marks (10.0%) had insufficient knowledge
of birth control methods. Some of the candidates mixed natural and
chemical methods of birth control. Others were able to list 1 to 3 correct
natural birth control methods but gave incorrect or unclear explanations on
how they prevent pregnancy. For example, one candidate mentioned,
calendar method and abstaining sex method then gave the following
explanations: calendar method help women to know the dangerous days
and free days; abstaining sex method helps to control birth by preventing
the sperm to meet the egg so fertilization of the egg cannot occur. Extract
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15:2 is a sample of responses from one of the candidates who scored lower
marks.

Extract 15:2: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 6

In Extract 15:2, the candidate provided wrong natural methods of birth
control.
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2.2.7

Question 7: Malnutrition
In this question, the candidates were required to describe the
anthropometric methods of assessing the nutritional status of an individual
and to give the advantages and limitations of using anthropometry.
The question was opted by 89 (30.5%) candidates. Among them, 8 (9.0%)
candidates scored from 12.0 to 14.0 marks, 53 (59.5%) scored from 7.0 to
11.5 marks and 28 (31.5%) scored from 0.5 to 6.5 marks. This performance
is summarised in Figure 13.

Figure 13: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 7

Figure 13 shows good performance in this question, because 68.5 per cent
of the candidates scored from 7.0 to 14.0 out of 20.0 marks.
The analysis of the candidates’ responses shows that, most of the
candidates who scored average marks or above were aware of the methods
of assessing the nutritional status of an individual. They correctly described
the anthropometric methods such as, weight for age, mid-upper arm
circumference, skin fold thickness, chest circumference, head
circumference, weight for height/length, waist circumference and
height/length for age. However, the majority of the candidates did not score
full marks in the second part of the question because they failed to provide
correct advantages and limitations of using anthropometry.
The analysis indicates further that, the candidates who scored low marks
(31.5%) had insufficient knowledge about the assessment of nutritional
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status of the people. Most of the candidates managed to mention at least 1
correct method but failed to give correct explanations. Others provided a
variety of incorrect anthropometric methods. For example, one candidate
wrote, weight and age, height and age, neck circumference, body size, chest
diameter and wrist circumference.
It was observed that most of the candidates in this category gave incorrect
advantages of using anthropometry. For example, one candidate wrote, it
helps monitoring stages of growth of children, it can change the eating
habits of the people. Another one wrote, it provides the progress of the
growth of an individual, it can be used to assess growth of different parts of
the body at the same time. Likewise, the candidates provided incorrect
limitations of using anthropometry which include, it cannot give the causes
of poor nutritional status, it require food and nutrition experts for
assessment, data are not confidential, it is expensive method, it is difficult
to interpret the obtained data, cannot detect early stages of nutrients
deficiency and it is used only in a small population. Extract 16 is a sample
of responses from one of the candidates with low scores.
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Extract 16: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 7
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In extract 16, the candidate provided the general methods instead of the
anthropometric methods used for assessing the nutritional status of the
individual. The candidate also gave incorrect advantages and limitations of
using anthropometry.
2.2.8

Question 8: Catering and institutional feeding
The question required the candidates to describe the importance of food
menu in part (a) and the types of menus in part (b).
The question was opted by 215 (73.6%) candidates. Data shows that 107
(49.8%) candidates scored from 12.0 to 18.0 marks, 82 (38.1%) scored
from 7.0 to 11.5 marks, and 26 (12.1%) scored from 1.0 to 6.5 marks.
Figure 14 summarises this performance.

Figure 14: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 8

Figure 14 shows a good performance because 87.9 per cent of the
candidates passed by scoring from 7.0 to 18.0 marks.
The analysis of the candidates' responses shows that, the candidates who
scored average marks or above were knowledgeable about the concept of
menu. These candidates satisfactorily explained the importance of menus in
part (a) and the types of menus in part (b) of this question. However, the
candidates did not score some marks in this question because they provided
less than the required number of responses in each part. Extract 17.1 is a
sample of correct responses from one of the candidates.
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Extract 17.1: A sample of candidates’ correct responses in question 8
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In Extract 17.1, the candidate repeated one of the importance of menus,
hence did not score 2.0 marks.
Further analysis indicates that, the candidates who scored low (1.0 - 6.5)
marks included some incorrect points, while responding to both parts (a)
and (b) of the question. In part (a), most of the candidates provided 1
correct importance of menu and the other 2 were incorrect. The incorrect
importance of menus provided by the candidates include, it helps the
kitchen staff on what to prepare, save and preserve food every day, menus
motivate cooks, it saves time in compiling the ingredients, menu cards
attract new customers and is important in budgeting for the business. Other
candidates provided the importance of catering. For example, one candidate
wrote, create employment to different people and contribute to national
economy as they are taxed.
In responding to part (b) of the question, some of the candidates wrote a
few correct types of menu with incorrect points, which were the types of
catering establishments or commercial catering. Others just outlined a few
points instead of describing them. These responses indicate that the
candidates had insufficient knowledge of the concept of menu, particularly
of their importance and types. Extract 17.2 provides a sample of incorrect
responses from one of the candidates.
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Extract 17.2: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 8

In Extract 17.2, the candidate provided incorrect importance of menu in
part (a). In part (b), the candidate mentioned 1 correct type of menus with
incorrect explanation hence, deserved the lowest marks.
2.2.9

Question 9: Nutrition programme planning and intervention
In this question, the candidates were required to describe the common
nutrition interventions used to prevent malnutrition in children in
developing countries.
This question was opted by 277 (94.9%) candidates. Among them, 72
(20.0%) candidates scored from 12.0 to 18.5 marks, 139 (50.2%) scored
from 7.0 to 11.5 and 66 (23.8%) scored from 1.0 to 6.5 out of 20 marks.
Figure 15 illustrates this performance.

Figure 15: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 9
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Figure 15 shows a good performance in this question, as 76.2 per cent of
the candidates passed by scoring from 7.0 to 18.5 marks.
The candidates who passed the question (76.2%) were aware of the
common nutrition intervention programmes which are used to control
nutritional problems in our country. They understood that, the malnutrition
problem that occurs in children due to low consumption of nutritious foods
for the body requirements is undernutrition. This enabled them to correctly
describe the relevant programmes to prevent the problem. However, these
candidates did not score all 20.0 marks allocated to this question because
they provided unsatisfactory explanations to some of the mentioned points.
Extract 18.1 is a sample of responses from one of the candidates with good
performance.
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Extract 18.1: A sample of candidates' correct responses in question 9

In extract 18.1, the candidate provided the common nutrition interventions
used to prevent malnutrition in children in developing countries.
On the contrary, 23.8 per cent of the candidates scored from 1.0 to 6.5
marks due to misconception of the demand of the question. Some of these
candidates described the nutrition interventions to be used in nutrition
education programmes. Others described the services which are provided in
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the Reproductive and Child Health (RCH) clinics which include,
nutritional care of children, safe delivery service, family planning,
supplementation of Vitamin A, care for pregnant women, health education,
nutritional advice, examination and treatment of minor illnesses and
growth monitoring.
Other candidates provided incorrect nutrition interventions used to prevent
malnutrition in children in developing countries. They wrote incorrect
responses such as, through environmental sanitation and water supply,
improving nutritional knowledge, improvement of health sector, increase
intake of enough balanced diets, improving food crop production and
consumption, development of laws and legislations to help to eliminate
malnutrition, promotion of fair household food distribution to ensure body
nutrient needs are met and encourage house-to-house nutrition education.
Others listed a few correct points but did not give explanations. These
responses indicate that the candidates had limited knowledge of the concept
of nutrition interventions. Extract 18.2 shows a sample of one of the
candidates' weak responses.
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Extract 18.2: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 9

In Extract 18.2, the candidate provided some of the programmes which are
used to increase crop production instead of the programmes which prevent
malnutrition in children.
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2.3

155/3 FOOD AND HUMAN NUTRTION PAPER 3
This paper comprised 3 (1 - 3) practical questions. The candidates were
required to answer all the questions. Question 1 carried 20.0 marks and
questions 2 and 3 carried 15.0 marks each. The pass mark in question 1 was
7.0 and 5.5 in questions 2 and 3.

2.3.1

Question 1: Food composition
The candidates were provided with food samples J (rice starch), K (cassava
starch) and L (white wheat flour), and were instructed to perform the
Experiments I and II by following the given procedures.
In Experiment I, the candidates were instructed to:
(i) Mix sample J and K with distilled water in separate beakers, stir and
let them settle for 3 minutes.
(ii) Filter the liquid for each sample to remain with white sediments. Use
spatula to take some white sediments from each sample into a slide
and examine them under a light or compound microscope in low and
high magnification.
In Experiment II, they were instructed to place 2 g of sample L in a crucible
and heat it by using dry heat (without burning the sample) and record the
observation.
Then, in Experiment I, the candidates were required to answer the
following items in part (a) of the question: (i) draw the structures of each
sample observed under microscope, (ii) give the properties of each structure
observed under the microscope, (iii) give the plant group from which each
sample was obtained (iv) identify the samples J and K and (v) outline the
common properties of samples J and K. In Experiment II, the candidates
were required to name the compound formed after heating the sample in
part (b) (i) and outline the properties of the compound formed after heating
sample L in part (b) (ii). Part (c) required them to briefly describe the forms
of long chains of glucose units that are usually present in samples J, K, and
L before heating.
The question was attempted by all 292 (100%) candidates, among them 57
(19.5%) scored from 12.0 to 16.5 marks, 144 (49.3%) scored from 7.0 to
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11.5 marks and 81 (31.2%) scored from 0.5 to 6.5 out of 20 marks. Figure
16 illustrates this performance.

Figure 16: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 1

Based on the analysis in Figure 16, the general performance in this question
was good, because 68.8 per cent of the candidates passed the question by
scoring from 7.0 to 16.5 marks.
The analysis indicates that, the candidates who scored higher (12.0 - 16.5)
marks were knowledgeable about the structures and properties of starch as
their responses were correct to many parts of the question. In Experiment I,
the candidates were competent in observing the structures, demonstrated
good drawing skills of the observed samples and gave correct properties in
parts (a) (i) and (ii). They managed to identify samples J as rice starch and
K as cassava/Tapioca starch in part (a) (iv) which enabled them to correctly
outline their common properties in part (a) (v). However, in part (a) (iii),
some of the candidates did not obtain the 1.0 mark allocated to this part
because they incorrectly grouped the samples as rice plant for sample J and
cassava plant for sample K instead of cereal plant and root plant
respectively.
The analysis shows further that, the candidates were competent in making
interpretation on Experiment II. They correctly observed the colour change
of sample L as from white to brown colour showing that it has been
changed to dextrin compound in part (b) (i). This observation enabled the
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candidates to correctly outline the properties of the formed compound
(dextrin) in part (b) (ii).
Some of the candidates in this category showed insufficient knowledge of
the forms of long chains of glucose units that are present in samples J, K
and L before heating asked in part (c). Other candidates managed to
mention the forms as amylose and amylopectin, but the explanations lacked
clarity and therefore failed to score all the marks allocated to this part.
The candidate who scored average (7.0 - 11.5) marks managed to provide
correct responses to parts (a) (i), (ii) and (iv) from Experiment I. In part (a)
(iii), some of the candidates provided incorrect groups for samples J and K
and in part (a) (v), they failed to provide the required number of common
properties of samples J and K. The candidates also responded correctly to
the tasks provided in Experiment II, as they observed the colour change
from white to brown after heating sample L and named the formed
compound in part (b) (i). These candidates did not score all the 4.0 marks
allocated to part (b) (ii) because they provided correct and incorrect
properties of the formed compound. Some of them mentioned the forms of
long chains of glucose units that are usually present in sample J, K, and L
before heating but gave incorrect explanations. Others mentioned the
linkages that join the long chains of glucose units to form the starches by
writing, 1,4-α and 1,6 linkages instead of amylose and amylopectin.
In contrast, 31.2 per cent of the candidates had weak performance as they
scored low (0.5 - 6.5) marks. In Experiment I, most of the candidates drew
unrelated structures of samples J and K due to lack of observation or
drawing skills in part (a) (i) of the question. In part (a) (ii), the candidates
managed to give 1 to 2 correct properties of the observed structures; others
interchanged the properties. In part (a) (iii), the candidates provided
incorrect plant groups from which each sample was obtained. For example,
one candidate wrote, sample J was obtained from dicot plant group and
sample K was obtained from monocot plant group. Another candidate
wrote, sample J is maize plant and sample K is potato plant. The candidates
also incorrectly identified the samples in part (a) (iv). For example, some
candidates wrote, maize flour, sorghum, wheat and millet for sample J and
root, potato and yams for sample K. In addition, in part (a) (v), some of the
candidates provided the specific properties of the samples instead of
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common properties. Others gave a variety of incorrect properties such as,
both varies in size, have the ability to form suspension when water is
added, are crystals and are well packed together.
It was observed that, in Experiment II, most of candidates recorded the
correct colour change and the name of the compound formed after heating
sample L in part (b) (i). In part (ii), some of the candidates provided 1 to 2
correct properties of dextrin. Examples of incorrect properties provided by
the candidates include, is stored in plants, is a form of starch, soluble at
room temperature, a source of carbohydrates, have round shape and
formed by simple molecules. A very few candidates managed to mention
the forms of long chains of glucose units that are usually present in sample
J, K, and L before heating in part (c). Some described incorrect forms. For
example, one candidate wrote, monosaccharides and disaccharides which
are the classes of sugar on the basis of the number of sugar units which are
present in their structures. Others skipped this part. These responses imply
that the candidates lacked some knowledge of the structure and properties
of starch. Extract 19 is a sample of responses from the candidates who
scored lower marks.
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Extract 19: A sample of responses with lowest scores in question 1

In extract 19, the candidate provided incorrect responses to all parts of the
question except in part (a) (iii) where he/she mentioned one correct point.
2.3.2

Question 2: Food processing and preservation
In this question, the candidates were provided with a fresh egg. They were
required to break the egg and separate the contents into two different
beakers. The candidates were instructed to perform the Experiments I, II,
and III by undergoing through the given procedures:
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In Experiment I, the candidates were instructed to:
(i) Put 2 ml of egg white into a test tube and then add 1 ml of 10%
sodium hydroxide solution.
(ii) Put 2 ml of egg white into another test tube and then add 2 drops of
concentrated nitric acid and leave the mixture to stand for 5 minutes.
(iii) Heat the mixture obtained in step (ii) in the boiling water from the
water bath.
In Experiment II, they were directed to:
(i) Put 3 ml of egg white into a clean and dry test tube and then add equal
volume of distilled water.
(ii) Shake the mixture well, place a filter paper on a funnel, wet it with
distilled water and then filter the mixture into another test tube.
(iii) Put 2 ml of the filtrate into a test tube and then perform the Biuret test
and record the observation.
In Experiment III, they were instructed to put a small portion of the egg
yolk in an evaporating dish, heat it on dry heat while observing the changes
in colour with increase in temperature, then write the observations and give
an explanation.
Then, in Experiment I, the candidates were required to record the
observations and give explanations in each procedure in part (a) and give
the purpose of the experiment in part (b). In Experiment II, they were
required to state the principle behind the Biuret test while in Experiment
III, the candidates were required to justify the statement that, “The property
of egg proteins observed in the experiment make eggs useful in preparing
various food products”.
The question was attempted by all 292 (100%) candidates. Analysis shows
that, 23 (7.9%) candidates scored from 9.0 to 11.5 marks, 103 (35.3%)
scored from 5.5 to 8.5 marks and 166 (56.8%) scored from 0.0 to 5.0
marks. None of the candidates scored above 11.5 out of 15 marks. Figure
17 is a summary of this performance.
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Figure 17: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 2

Figure 17 shows that the general performance in this question was average
because 43.2 per cent of the candidates scored from 5.5 to 11.5 marks.
The analysis of the candidates’ responses shows that, the candidates who
passed the question (5.5 - 11.5 marks) demonstrated adequate practical
skills of the determination of the effects of alkalis, acids and heat on food
nutrients and analysing the type of amino acid present in different proteins.
In Experiment I, they correctly observed and explained the coagulation of
egg protein due to the action of alkali (sodium hydroxide) and acid
(concentrated nitric acid) on the protein of egg white and analysed the
colour change due to action of heat on the formed coagulant in part (a). In
part (b), the candidates gave the correct purpose of the experiment which is
to determine the effects of alkalis and acids on the egg white protein and
analysis of the type of amino acid that is present in the egg white protein.
Likewise, in Experiment II, majority of the candidates correctly recorded
the observation when conducted Biuret test. However, most of them lost
some marks in this part because they failed to state clearly the principle
behind the Biuret test.
Moreover, in Experiment III, the candidates demonstrated adequate
observation skills on the coagulation of egg yolk which became hard on
further heating. They also gave correct explanations because they were
aware that the coils of chain of amino acids in raw egg uncoil and collide
with one another when heated. Consequently, they bond and form
molecules which gives the characteristics of cooked egg when the
temperature rises. However, most of the candidates did not deserve all 5.5
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marks allocated to this experiment because they failed to give clear
explanation on the uses of eggs in preparing various food products
associated with the coagulation property of egg proteins.
The candidates who scored low (below 5.5) marks failed to respond
correctly to most of the parts of the question. In Experiment I, the majority
of the candidates recorded incorrect observations and therefore, gave
incorrect explanations in all procedures of part (a). For example, one
candidate wrote, in procedure (i), the solution form an emulsion because
sodium hydroxide is less denser than egg white, (ii) a suspension solution
was formed because concentrated nitric acid acts as emulsifier and (iii) egg
white expands because of exposure to the heat. Likewise, in part (b), some
of the candidates gave incorrect purpose of the experiment while others
provided incomplete purpose as their responses did not indicate that the
experiment also analysed the type of amino acid present in the egg white
protein.
In addition to that, the candidates failed to perform the Biuret test in
Experiment II, and consequently failed to state the principle behind the
Biuret test. This indicates that the candidates lacked competence on the
tests for the presence of protein in food stuffs.
Moreover, some of the candidates established correct observation on the
effect of dry heat on egg yolk in Experiment III, but their explanations
lacked clarity. A few candidates mentioned 1 to 2 correct uses of protein
which are associated with the coagulation property of egg proteins
observed in this experiment though they did not give any explanations.
Others provided incorrect uses of egg contents associated with the
coagulation property such as, eggs are used in decoration of food such as
pan cakes, as raising agent since ovalbumin has ability to stretch and trap
air, protein coagulate when heat is applied on it, as food (egg stew),
becomes hard when overcooked, is good source of protein and in baking
process. The candidates who scored the lowest marks (0.0 and 0.5) failed to
respond correctly to almost all parts of the question. The responses
provided by the candidates in this category implies inadequate practical
skills of determining the effects acids, alkalis and heat on food nutrients
and analysing the type of amino acid present in different proteins. Extract
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20 is a sample of responses from one of the candidates with weak
performance.
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Extract 20: A sample of candidates' incorrect responses in question 2

In extract 20, the candidate failed to provide correct responses to all parts
on Experiment I, II and III (first part). In Experiment III (the second part),
the candidate provided the functions of protein in the body instead of the
uses of eggs associated with the coagulation property of egg proteins.
2.3.3

Question 3: Technology of specific products
The candidates were provided with baker’s yeast, white sugar, wheat flour,
bicarbonate of soda and solution A (which is lime water/calcium hydroxide
solution). The candidates were instructed to perform the Experiments I and
II by following the given procedures.
In Experiment I, the candidates were directed to:
(i) Place 2 g of bicarbonate of soda into a clean dry test tube. Fit the test
tube with a tight-fitting rubber stopper connected into a delivery tube.
(ii) Put 2 ml of solution A into another test tube and then fit the test tube
with a tight-fitting rubber stopper connected into a delivery tube.
(iii) Connect the two delivery tubes from each test tube using a rubber
tube. Record the observation on the changes in solution A before
heating.
(iv) Heat gently the test tube containing bicarbonate of soda. Record the
observed changes and give an explanation.
In Experiment II, the candidates were instructed to:
(iv) Put 30 ml of warm water (40°C) into a clean dry beaker.
(v) Add 3 g of baker’s yeast and 5 g of sugar then stir.
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(vi) Carefully sprinkle a thin layer of wheat flour over the mixture.
(vii) Leave the mixture for about 15 minutes while observing the changes.
Record the observed changes in smell and appearance of the thin
layer of wheat flour and give explanations.
Then, the question required the candidates to identify solution A in part (a),
write balanced chemical equations for the reaction during the heating of
bicarbonate of soda and for the resulted colour change in solution A in part
(b) and briefly describe the application of Experiment I in the process of
making bread and burns in part (c). Part (d) of the question required the
candidates to briefly explain what would happen if the environment in
Experiment II was maintained at 10°C and in part (e), to explain what
Experiment II demonstrates.
The question was attempted by all 292 (100%) candidates. The analysis
shows that 205 (70.2%) candidates scored from 9.0 to 15.0 marks, 64
(21.9+-%) scored from 5.5 to 8.5 marks, and 23 (7.9%) scored from 3.0 to
5.0 marks. Figure 18 summarises the performance.

Figure 18: The percentage of candidates’ performance in question 3

Figure 18 shows good performance in this question, because 92.1 per cent
of the candidates passed by scoring from 5.5 to 15.0 marks.
The analysis of the candidates' responses indicates that, the candidates who
performed well in this question (scored from 9.0 to 15.0 marks) were
knowledgeable about the mode of action of different raising agents. In
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Experiment I, the candidates correctly observed the changes in the colour
of solution A after heating, gave correct explanation for the changes in
colour and correctly identified solution A as lime water in part (a). In part
(b), the candidates showed good knowledge in writing balanced chemical
equations for the decomposition of bicarbonate of soda and the resulted
colour change in solution A which turned milky. In part (c), some of the
candidates were not deserved all 2.0 marks allocated to this part because
they provided unsatisfactory descriptions on the application of Experiment
I in the process of making bread and burns or their descriptions lacked
clarity. Some just wrote, form carbon dioxide which is rising agent.
Likewise, in Experiment II, the candidates correctly observed the smell of
alcohol and air bubbles on top of the mixture/increased volume which was
due to fermentation process caused by yeast enzymes. In part (d), most of
the candidates correctly explained what would happen if the environment in
Experiment II was maintained at 10°C. These candidates understood that,
the rate of reaction of yeast is maximum at optimum temperature and it
slows down or become inactive when the temperature is low. Similarly, in
part (e), most of the candidates provided correct explanation on what
Experiment II demonstrates. They explained the fermentation action of
yeast to produce alcohol and carbon dioxide gas which is used as a rising
agent during baking. Extract 21 shows a sample of responses from one of
the candidates who had good performance.
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Extract 21: A sample of candidates' correct responses in question 3

In Extract 21, the candidate responded correctly to all parts of the question.
The candidates who scored average (5.5 - 8.5) marks, inspite of showing
adequate skills about the mode of action of bicarbonate of soda and yeast
raising agents, they either provided insufficient explanations to some parts
of the questions or mentioned some correct points without explanations.
This was observed particularly on the explanations provided for the
recorded observations in both Experiment I and II and in part (c) of
Experiment I. These responses indicate that these candidates had
insufficient knowledge about the samples provided in those experiments.
The analysis reveals further that, the candidates with weak performance
(7.9%) in this question, scored from 3.0 to 5.0 marks. These candidates
were incompetent about the action of rising agents. In Experiment I, the
candidates correctly observed the colour changes of solution A after
heating but gave incorrect or insufficient explanation. Some of these
candidates failed to identify correctly solution A in part (a). For example,
one candidate wrote, water simply because it looked clear as water, and the
other one wrote, chemical solution. It was observed that, some of the
candidates were not competent in writing chemical formulae and chemical
equations. Therefore, they wrote incorrect and imbalanced chemical
equations for the decomposition of bicarbonate of soda and the resulted
colour change in solution A in part (b). Others managed to write correctly 1
of the 2 equations. For example, one candidate wrote the following
incorrect equations:
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NaH2CO3 → Na + CO2 + H2O
2CaOH2 + CO2 → 2CaCO3 + H2O
In part (c), some of the candidates managed to mention relatively correct
application of Experiment I in the process of making bread and burns
although they failed to provide relevant explanations. For example, one of
the candidates wrote, the experiment produces carbon dioxide gas which
rise the dough.
In Experiment II, the candidates correctly observed the smell of alcohol and
rising or/and increased volume of the mixture. However, the candidates
failed to explain clearly what would happen if the environment in
Experiment II was maintained at 10°C in part (d). The candidates were not
aware that, yeast is a living organism which act well at its optimum
temperature and become inactive at low temperature. Some of incorrect
responses such as, yeast will die, the optimum temperature of yeast will
drop automatically, yeast freezes quickly, carbon dioxide and alcohol will
be produced very slowly, the dough collapse and carbon monoxide will be
formed instead of carbon dioxide gas were observed in candidates' scripts.
In part (e), most of the candidates were not able to explain what
Experiment II demonstrates because they failed to relate their practical
observations with the theoretical knowledge of baking process. They
provided irrelevant responses such as, it demonstrate the function of yeast
as rising agent, factors which affect production of carbon dioxide, yeast is
living organism, fermentation of wheat flour, production of carbon dioxide
by yeast and the conditions for fermentation.

3.0

ANALYSIS OF CANDIDATES’ PERFORMANCE PER TOPIC
The topic-wise analysis of candidates’ performance shows that the
candidates performed well on the topics of Technology of specific products
(78.6%), Food production (78.6%), Catering and institutional feeding
(78.1%), Food microbiology (78.1%), Malnutrition (75.4%) and Nutrition
programme planning and intervention (74.2%). The good performance on
these topics was attributed by the fact that most of the candidates had
adequate knowledge about the concepts of the subject matter and clearly
understood the requirements of the respective questions. In addition, they
had adequate practical skills.
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The candidates had average performance on the topics of Food processing
and preservation (52.0%), Nutrient requirement (49.7%), Food composition
(49.2%) and Food storage (37.4%). The candidates who performed
averagely had relatively adequate knowledge about the concepts of the
subject matter. They provided partial responses and lacked clarity in
explaining the mentioned points.
On the other hand, the candidates performed weakly on the topic of Food
quality and safety (7.6%). Weak performance on this topic was associated
with insufficient knowledge of the tested concept, failure to interpret the
demands of the question and lack of clarity in explanations for the
mentioned points. Appendix A is a summary of the candidates’ performance
on different topics.
Topic-wise comparison of the candidates’ performance in the year 2020 and
2021 shows that, in the ACSEE 2021 some topics has their performance
improved, while others had their performance decreased. There are other
topics whose performance has been maintained. The topics whose
performance has improved from weak to good are Technology of specific
products and Nutrition programme planning and intervention while that of
Malnutrition has improved from average to good. Contrarily, the
performance on Food storage and Food processing and preservation topics
has decreased from good to average. However, the topics which have
maintained the good performance are Food production, Food microbiology
and Catering and institutional feeding while the Food composition and
Nutrient requirement topics have maintained average performance.
Similarly, the Food quality and safety topic has weak performance as it was
reflected in 2020. Appendix B summarises this comparison.
4.0

CONCLUSION
The general performance of the candidates in Food and Human Nutrition in
the ACSEE 2021 was good, since 98.29 per cent of the candidates who sat
for this examination passed. However, the performance has decreased by
0.05 per cent compared to the 2020 performance.
The analysis showed that, six (6) topics had good performance, four (4)
topics had an average performance, and one (1) topic had weak
performance. Good performance was attributed by adequate knowledge
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about the concepts tested in the respective topics and clear understanding of
the requirements of the respective questions and adequate practical skills.
Despite the good performance, the analysis of the candidates' responses in
individual questions showed that, the candidates experienced difficulties in
answering questions 2, 3, 4 and 6 from Paper 1, set from the topics of Food
storage, Food composition, Nutrient requirement and Food quality and
safety, respectively. This was a result of insufficient knowledge on the tested
concepts, failure to interpret the demands of the questions and lack of clarity
in explaining the mentioned points.
5.0

RECOMMENDATIONS
With regard to the analysis of the performance in this subject, the following
recommendations are put forward so as to improve the performance in the
coming years:
(a)

Classroom teaching and learning should involve relevant practicals.
This will help students to gain competence in conducting laboratory
experiments, which some candidates lacked in attempting practical
questions in this examination.

(b)

Teachers should continue to provide enough reading assignments on
the topic of Food quality and safety, and guide the students to perform
group discussions and class presentations. This will improve the
students' acquisition of knowledge about this topic.

(c)

Heads of schools and subject teachers should arrange for inviting guest
speakers in order to expand the students' understanding on the topic of
Food quality and safety in which they demonstrated insufficient
knowledge.

(d)

Students should be engaged in numerous exercises and tests, and be
provided with immediate feedback for them to practice answering
competence based questions and to be more conversant in the
examinations.
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Remarks

The percentage of
candidates who
scored 35% or
above

S/N

Topic

Number of
questions

Appendix A: Summary of Candidates' Performance per Topic for ACSEE
2021

1.

Technology of specific products

2

78.6

Good

2.

Food production

1

78.6

Good

3.

Catering and institutional feeding

2

78.1

Good

4.

Food microbiology

2

78.1

Good

5.

Malnutrition

2

75.4

Good

6.

Nutrition programme planning and
intervention

3

74.2

Good

7.

Food processing and preservation

2

52.0

Average

8.

Nutrient requirement

2

49.7

Average

9.

Food composition

2

49.2

Average

10.

Food storage

2

37.4

Average

11.

Food quality and safety

1

7.6

Weak
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Appendix B: The Comparison of Candidates' Performance per Topic
between 2020 and 2021

Remarks

Number of questions
per Topic
The percentage of
candidates who scored
35% or above

2021

Remarks

Number of questions
per Topic
The percentage of
candidates who scored
35% or above

Topic

S/N

2020

1.

Food storage

2

92.0

Good

2

37.4

Average

2.

Food production

1

87.8

Good

1

78.6

Good

3.

Food microbiology

2

86.5

Good

2

78.1

Good

2

75.8

Good

2

78.1

Good

1

71.7

Good

2

52.0

Average

4.
5.

Catering and institutional
feeding
Food processing and
preservation

6.

Malnutrition

2

52.1

Average

2

75.4

Good

7.

Food composition

1

51.7

Average

2

49.2

Average

8.

Nutrient requirement

2

42.1

Average

2

49.7

Average

9.

Nutrition programme
planning and intervention

3

31.7

Weak

3

74.2

Good

10.

Food quality and safety

1

31.0

Weak

1

7.6

Weak

11.

Technology of specific
products

1

8.8

Weak

2

78.6

Good
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Appendix C: The Comparison of Candidates' Performance between 2020
and 2021
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